COLANDER
• Large and small holes help food drain quickly
• Sturdy, with heavy, stable pedestal bottom
• 5-quart capacity with wide top and deep interior
• Surface is non-reactive to food and dishwasher safe
• Resistant to corrosion and stains

Crafted with the same exacting standards of All-Clad cookware, this colander is an ideal kitchen accessory for
serious cooks. The colander’s generous size and design enables quick draining of any food, from big batches of
pasta to a small bowl of berries. Made of 18/10 stainless steel, this colander resists stains and corrosion.
The pedestal base keeps your food stable, while the signature All-Clad riveted handles ensure a secure grip.
FAST-DRAINING STAINLESS STEEL COLANDER

ABOUT ALL-CLAD

Drain pasta and canned foods and rinse fruit and vegetables with this sturdy

After years of perfecting the bonding process, company founder John Ulam

All-Clad colander. The bowl features larger holes at the top and smaller holes

established All-Clad Metalcrafters in 1971 and began producing professional-

at the bottom to encourage quick draining. With a heavy bottom and large

quality bonded cookware for working chefs and avid home cooks. The brand

capacity, this colander offers sturdy, versatile draining. Two cast stainless steel

flourished as early adopters discovered the cookware’s extraordinary properties

handles are riveted to the bowl for strength, and the pedestal base keeps the

and exemplary cooking performance. Today, All-Clad cookware is still

colander secure during use

handcrafted in Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, with American-made steel—the
same way it was four decades ago. It is widely sought after by the world’s

STAINLESS STEEL RESISTS STAINS AND CORROSION
This colander is made of 18/10 stainless steel, which makes it non-reactive
to food. The polished exterior and brushed interior are stain- and corrosionresistant for long-lasting beauty. This colander is dishwasher safe

www.allcladbeginnings.com

top chefs and passionate home cooks.

